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1 . INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a system of linear algebraic equations 
Ax = b, 
where A is a positive definite matrix of order n. The efficiency of a multigrid solver 
depends on the properties of a prolongation operator p. The multigrid solver is 
well constructed if the range of p contains all vectors that cannot be effectively 
eliminated by smoothing. These vectors will be called smooth. Non-smooth vectors 
from the range of p can be suppressed using the operator Mvp instead of p, M being 
a smoothing operator, v a positive integer. If we use this prolongation operator the 
coarse level problem with the matrix Av = p
T(Mu)TAMup must be solved. Choosing 
v ^ 1 the rate of convergence is very good but the construction of the matrix Av 
becomes time consuming. In this paper an algorithm not requiring the construction 
of the matrix mentioned above is proposed. The properties of A§ = pTAp are similar 
to those of Au therefore AQ is suitable for preconditioning in the conjugate gradient 
method. The rates of convergence of both the conjugate gradient method and the 
multigrid method are analysed. 
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2. NOTATION 
Let m, n be positive integers, m < n. We will denote by (x,y) the usual scalar 
product in Rn, the norm in Rn being ||:r|| = (x,x)2, (x,y)2 will denote the standard 
scalar product in Rm. Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. For an arbitrary 
linear operator L on II, ||L|| denotes the operator norm of L defined by the norm 
||.||, g(L) the spectral radius of L, L* the adjoint operator. Every positive definite 
operator K on H defines the If-scalar product (K.,.), ||.||/<- denotes the corresponding 
norm and ||L||/c denotes the corresponding operator norm. For K, L positive definite 
operators on II let us denote by Q(x), 
QM = ( L a ? ' g ) Q(X) (Kx,x) 
for every x G II, x 7-- 0. Let us define the so called relative condition number of K 
and L by 
maxQ(:x) 
cond(ICL) = * . . 
Lemma 2.1. Let K, L be positive definite operators on II. Then 
A(TS T\ ^max(I* L) 
cond(K,L)=Xmh{K_1L). 
Proof . It is not difficult to see that 
o(I<-1L) = o(K-l2LI<-12), 
therefore 
% / T ^ - W X x / rr - -• T- -v (K-2~LK~2x,x) A,„ax(JfV
 lL) = Amax JC-iL/C-5 = max r—---
xjtO (x, X) 
and setting y = K~*x we get 
i n i^y) Amax(I-" L) = max 
x^o (Ky,y) 
The statement of the lemma follows from the analogous expression for AminC*-"""1--̂ )-
D 
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3 . ALGORITHM 
Let us consider the iterative method 
S(x) = Mx + Nb, 
where M, IV are linear operators on Rn satisfying the consistence condition 
I = M + NA, 
M is regular and Q(M) < 1. Let p: Rm -> Rn be a linear injective operator. Let us 
note p is usually constructed so that Mp « p (for technical details see [5], [9]). Let 
us denote by r the linear operator adjoint to p with respect to the standard scalar 
products on Rn and Rm. 
Definition 3.1. For every integer i ^ 0 let us define 
Pi = Mlp 
n = r(M{)* 
Ai = r{Api. 
R e m a r k 3.1. It is easy to see 
1. Po = P, r0 = r, Ai = r(M
l)*AMlp, 
2. Ai is positive definite for all i. 
Algorithm 3.1. For given Xi we set 
x = S^x\xi) (^i-times iterating S) 
d = Ax — b 
d2 = r(M*)
ud 
(3.1) v is determined so that r(M*)uAMupv = d2 
x = x — Mupv 
rr i+1=S«
a>(5f), 
f i . £21 v are positive integers, v « 1 - 4, ^ « 2v. The matrix A^ = r(M*)uAMup is 
not constructed, the problem (3.1) is solved by the preconditioned conjugate gradient 
method in the following form. 
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Algorithm 3.2 . 
Step 1. Given vQ = 0, let k = 0 and 
9o =d2 - A„v0 = d2, 
Step 2. Repeat 
( h0 = Ao^go, 





Vfc+l = v/c +afcSfc, 
gfc+1 = gfc -OLkAџSk, 




Sfc+l = /lfc+1 + PkSk-
Let us note that the preconditioning matrix Ao = r-4/;. Let us define the error 
e{v) by e(v) = v -v, where ?; is the exact solution of (3.1). 
Then for the error of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method the following 




4 . COARSE LEVEL PROBLEM CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
Definition 4.1. For every integer i ^ 0 let us define 
St = R(Pi)-
Lemma 4 .1 . Let K be a regular selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space H. Then 
l|A'2*ll > III^'ll 
\\Kx\\ " \\x\\ 
for every x G II, x / 0. 
P r o o f . 
ll/r.x-H2 - (/v2rr,o;) ^ ||A^.r|| ||.r||. 
a 
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Definition 4.2. For every x e Rn, i ^ 0 let us define 
\\x\\i = (AM
ix,Mix)i. 
R e m a r k 4.1. Let us note that 
ll-llo = ll-IU-
Definition 4.3. Let us denote by cv, Cv the constants of the norm equivalence 
between ||.||^ and ||.||0 on the subspace S0, i.e. 
C»\\X\\A < \\x\\v ^ C„||x|U for every x € 50. 
Lemma 4.2. If M is selfadjoint with respect to the A-scalar product, then 
1. Cv ^ Q(M»), 
2. cv>cl. 
Proof . 
\\px\\v < | |MV1U ^ \W\\A\\px\\A = Q(M")\\PX\\A. 
Using Lemma 4.1 we get 
\\M"px\\A Wpx\\A " \\M"-
lpx\\A \\Mpx\\A (\\Mpx\\Ay 
\\px\\A ||Af—-i*r|U ' ||Af«--|tt|U ' " IIHU " V ||px|U ) ' 
This inequality yields 2. D 
Theorem 1. Let us consider the conjugate gradient method for the system of 
lineai' algebraic equations with the matrix Av preconditioned by the matrix AQ (Al-
gorithm 3.1). Then 
iie^)ii^^2(^^:) liie^)ii^-
Proof . For every x € Rm, x ^ 0 
(v(M"YAM"px,x)2 (AM»px,M»px) \\M»px\\A \\px\\j 
V W (rApx,x)2 (Apx,px) \\px\W \\px\\*A' 
Therefore 
c2v ^ Q(x) ^ C
2
U 
and ^ ^ 
/ Cv \
 2 
cond(i40,i4i/) < (—J • 
Substituting this inequality into (3.3) we get the statement. D 
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R e m a r k 4.2. 1. p is usually constructed so that Mp « p and therefore 
cu « Cu » 1. Due to this fact the rate of convergence will be good. 
2. Lemma 4.2 yields that Cu can be replaced by 1 and cu by CQ if Af is chosen so 
that M is A-selfadjoint (this is the case of the damped Jacobi method—see Section 5). 
3. The spaces R m with A^-scalar product and R(pu) with A-scalar product are 
isometrically isomorphic, therefore 
Mvi)\U = \\Mvi)\\A. 
5. F I N E LEVEL PROBLEM CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
In this section M will be the operator of the damped Jacobi method, i.e. 
M = / - OJD'1A, UJ e (0,1), Ker(M) = {0}. 
Lemma 5.1. AM is a selfadjoint operator. 
P r o o f . 
M*A = (I - UJAD~1)A = A(I - u)D"lA) = AM. 
Corollary. M is selfadjoint with respect to the A-scalar product. 
Definition 5.1. For integer i ^ 0 let us define 
T{ = Kev(nA). 
R e m a r k 5.1. Lemma 5.1 implies 
Ti = Ker(rAM1')-
Lemma 5.2. Let us consider the Algorithm 3.1, where 
S(x) = (/ - UJD~1 A)X -F ujD~lb. 
If the coarse level problem is solved exactly the following estimate holds: 
Щ^^ЛЛM-u. 
P r o o f . See [5]. 
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Lemma 5.3. To andTi are isomorphic, the corresponding isomorphism being M%, 
i.e. x e Ti if and only if Mlx £ T0. 
P roof . The statement is the immediate consequence of Definition 5.1. • 
Due to Lemma 5.1 M is selfadjoint with respect to the .A-scalar product. Therefore 
there exists an .4-orthonormal basis Vj, j = 1, ..., n of Rn consisting of eigenvectors 
of M belonging to the eigenvalues Xj, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Definition 5.2. For i ^ 0 integer let us denote by T? the linear space of 
coordinates of all vectors x E Ti with respect to the basis Vj, j = 1,. . . , n, i.e. 
n 
77={[c 1 , . . . c n ]
T , x = Y^CjVj, xeTi}. 
i= i 
Lemma 5.4. Every element ofTf, i ^ 0 integer is of the form 
[ § " , . . . , | r ] T , where [Cl,...,cn)
TeTS. 





M'ix = ±C^vj. 
i = i J 
D 
Lemma 5.5. Let i, £ be positive integers, then 
n c? 
llA4,. Ifc = max 3—z——, where c = [cx,..., cn]
T. 
C € * 0 -r—-\ C.-
c*° £ ] * 
i = i J 
Proof . For x eTu we have 




(see Lemma 5.4) and 
\\мЧ\ì = ±x?ź 
j=i ЛJ 
D 
Theorem 2. Let us consider the Algorithm 3.1, where 
S{x) = (J - uD~lA)x + ujD~lb. 
If the coarse level problem is solved exactly the following estimate holds: 
C2 E Л2Í, ___ \p «2Í2 Ч_ 
j A 2 І --- > A 2 І 
Цe(g.+i)Hл . j=i J J = I ^ _ 
c*> Eдfт c*° £ # 
J = l Л J j = l Л J 
P r o o f . An immediate consequence of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.5. • 
R e m a r k 5.2. If the transfer operators po> ro a-'e well constructed then TQ 
contains elements c = [ q , . . . , c n ]
T for which the components Cj corresponding to 
the small eigenvalues Aj, i.e. |Aj| « 0 are large in comparison with the others. The 
stronger this property the smaller | | M J J | A is (see Lemma 5.5). For small Aj we have 
c2-
- ^ - > c 2 
while for large Aj, i.e. |Aj| « 1, 
Therefore 
C 2 Z1 r2 
c2 
11*4.11:-. = ™* J = l / « ll<lfi = ™ax -----
c c ! n v—> C- c ^ ' ( ) -r—\ .-> 
c*° E j i c*° E c i \2i/ j = i A i i = l 
can be expected. 
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Theorem 3. Let us consider the Algorithm 3.1, where 
S(x) = (I- uD-lA)x + uD~lb. 
Let £1, £2 ^ v+\. If the coarse level problem is solved exactly the following estimate 
holds: 
\\e(Xi+l)\\A | . w ,.2H-2 
R e m a r k 5.3. Techniques for estimating ||MTo|U can be found in [9]. 
P roof . For every i ^ 1, x € Ti, £ ^ v + I it and only if Mx € T<_i. Further, 
\\M*x\\A \\M*x\\A IIM^-^IU \\Mx\\A 
\\x\\A ||Af«--x|U ' l|M«"%|U ' \\x\\A ' 
Taking into account Q(M) < 1 we get 
IK,IU<IIMTJU---IIMTUIU. 





and the usage of Lemma 5.2 completes the proof. • 
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